PBL - Illuminate
“Creativity”
Being able to see and take opportunities. Creating new ideas or products. Leading others.
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Finding and taking opportunities
I can find opportunities
where others cannot.

My solutions are realistic
and practical.

I can share my ideas with
others and, with my team,
make our vision come true.

I clearly see how I can
change things for the
better.

I am learning to see that a
problem or need is an
opportunity to challenge
myself and create
something valuable.

With some help, I am
learning to see that a
problem or need is an
opportunity to challenge
myself and create
something valuable.

Asking the right inquiry questions
I am curious and believe
that things are not ̈carved
in stone.” I can challenge
what exists and make it
better.

I understand the issue from
different perspectives and
come up with important
questions to help design a
solution.

During the process,I can
identify issues or
challenges and come up
with good inquiry questions
to address them.

With help, I am learning to
ask relevant questions
about topics that interest
me.

Using technology for learning
I effortlessly use technology
to develop creative ideas
and lead others in
implementing them.

Technology allows me to
put my ideas into action.
I can use technology to
support and improve my
ideas

Technology allows me to
identify and investigate my
ideas in ways that I could
not have done without it.
Technology allows me to
work more efficiently and
faster.

Develop new ideas and solutions

I can use some
technologies to create
products or demonstrate
my ideas.

When facing a challenge, I
think about how and why
previous solutions worked
but also know how to build
a plan and use the right
resources to make it
happen.

When facing a challenge, I
think about how and why
previous solutions worked
and what I can do to make
them even better.

When facing a challenge, I
look for different solutions
that may have been tried.

When I face a challenge I
look for what others did or
the tools they used to solve
it.
If a solution looks like a
good one, I will use it
without considering others’
ideas.

Leadership for action
As a leader I persevere and
share my positive attitude
with others.

I can motivate others to
take on an active role in our
creative process.

When solving a problem
and can communicate and
inspire my team to success.

I build skills and
understanding in others.

I recognize my own
strengths and the strengths
of others, and can see how
different strengths fit
together to achieve certain
results.

I am becoming more
confident as a leader.
I am willing to share some
of my ideas with others.
I am beginning to take
responsibility for parts of
certain tasks.

